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.age l -6--

dule No:

13MG

Module Title: V

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Su odule Title: ____

Approx. Time
.

16 houri

.

:Topic: AdVanced. principles of hydraulicS and their,application
to water and wastewater systems operation. _

,
--'

.

,

Instructional ,Objective:

.---'

To gain familiarity with the. general principles and gain the ability to make
calculations in the following areas: hydrostatics; Bernoulli's equation and energy
relationships,,including frictional losses and ,pump work; hydraulic models Of now,
through_4nks;' and overall hydraulic analysis of systems.

L

.

.

//

.

.

/ .

- .

, k

,

instructional Aids: Handouts No. F.1.1, F.1.2, F.1.3, F.2.1, F.2.2, F.2.3, F.3.1,
F:3.2, G.1.1, G.2.1, G.3.1, G.3.2, ,G.4.1, G.4.2, G.5.1, G.5.2, H.1.1, H.2.1, 1.1.1,'
.1.2.1, 1.2.2

Transparencies _No. F.2.1, G.1.1, G.2.1, H.1,1, 1.2.1

Instructional_ Approach:

Lecture, Discussion, Problem Session

,

References:

See next sheet

( 11:-=s A-7,:.-P,4nments: Covpletion of pract'ce problems which aren't finished in clas.

3
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age 3 of

Module No:

i3iG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

. .

Submodule Title: Hydrostatics

I
Approx. Time

1 hour Topic: Pressure Dependence on Depth

_Instructional Objective:

' To be able to calculate the pressure at 'any given depth below the surface of a"
body of water or some other liquid of known specific weight.

Instructional Aids: Handouts No.- F.1.1, F.1.2, F.1.3

.

Instructional' Approach: .

Distussion and problem session

, .

Refctences: 1) Simon, A.L. p. 31
2) Murdock, J.W. pp. 52-54
3) John, J.E.A. & ilaber7,an, W. pp: 349-350

.
. Liss -A.z.signments: Complete any practice problems not finished in class.

5



Instructor Notes:

Page 4 of 26

Topic: Pressure Dependence on Depth

Handout No. F.1.1

Pressure-Depth Relationships

Handout No.*F.1.2

Practice Problems - 1

Handout No. F.1.3

Conversion Factors

Instructor Outline:

I. Discuss the relationship between pressure .

and depth in a liquid as outlined on the handout.

II. Allow students to work out the practice problems,
giving individual help as required.

44



rage 5_ of-26_-

Module No:

13MG

Module Title: Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Submodule Title: Hydrostatics'

'Approx. Time

1 li hours Topic: Force on a Submerged Surface

Instructional Objective:
. .

.

To be able to calculate the force of water on a submerged horizontal surface of
known surface area and depth or on the submerged portion of a vertical rectangular
surface or a vertical surface of ahy shape with specified surface area and specified
centroid location. ,,

.

-

Instructional Aids: Handouts No. F.2.1; .2.2, F.2.3 -

Transparency No. F.2.1

,

.-

..
Instructional Approach: Discussion and Problem Session

I'

i Reicri-nces: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 31-40
2) Murdock, J,W., pp. 68-74
3) John, J.E.A. & Bab gran, W., pp. 355-361

.

Muss /;,:;.sinments: Complete dny p-actice problems which weren't finished in class.



Page 6 of 26
4

Module No: 13MG Topic: Force on a Submerged Surface

Instructor-Notes: Instructor Outline:

Transparency No. F.2.1

Forco on a Submerged Surface

Handout No F.2.1

Force on a Submerged Surface

Handout No. F.2.2*

Properties of Plane Surfaces

Handout No. F.2.3

Practice Problems - 2

I. Discuss forces on submerged horizontal and verti-
cal surfaces as outlined on the transparency and
Handout No. F.2.1. This should include a dis-
cussion of the centroid of a plane surface and
the use of Handout No. F.2.2 to find centroids
of given surfaces.

II. Allow the class to work out the practice problems,
giving individual help as required.



rage 7 of 26

Module.Nc:

I3MG

Module Title:

Adwinced Hydraulics for Operators

Approx. Time

1 hour

Submodule Title:

nydrostatics

Topic: Manometers

Instructional Objective:

To be able to calculate the pressure difference measured by a manometer if
given the difference in height of the manometer fluid in the two legs, the specific
weight of the manometer fluid and the density of the measured fluid.

Instructional Aids: Handouts No. F.3.1, F.3.2

Instructional Approach: Discussion and problem session
a

References: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 249-253
2) Murdock, J.W., pp. 55-61
3) John, & Haberman, W., pp. 351-355

114,N As:iignments: Complete any practice problems which- weren1t fIhIsgl-d in class.



Page 8 of 26

Module No: I3mG Topic: Manometers

Instructor Notes:. Instructor Outline:

Handout No. F.3.1

Manometers

Handout No. F.3.2

Piactice Problems - 3

I. Discuss measurement of pressure and pressure
differences with a manometer as outlined on
the handout.

II. Allow students to work In the practice problems,
giving help as required.

10



rage 9 of 26

Modul,e No:

13MG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Approx. Time

1 hour

Submodule Title: Bernoulli's Equation.

Topic: Conservation of Energy

Instructional Objective:

To be able to state the conditions under which Bernoulli's Equation is
applicable and decide whether or not it is applicable from a description of
the system.

)

Instructional Aids: Transparency No. G.1.1

Handouts No. G.1.1

Instructional Approach: biscussion

I

RcierencCs: 1) Simon,.A.L., pp. 25-28
2) MurdOck; 125-127
-3y EIberran, W., pp. 42-44

I'i lass Assignments: None

1



Page410.of 26

Module No: I3MG Topic: Conservation of Fnergy

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Transparency No. G.I.1

Bernoulli's Equation

HandOut,fib G.1.1

Conservation of Energy,

Discuss t1 relationship of Bernoulli's equation to
the principle of conservation of energy and discuss
the type of system to which Bernoulli's ecration

applies.

t

12

c.
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ragfo 11 of. 26

Module No:

itMG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Approx. Time

1 houi

Submodule Title: Bernoulli's Equation

Topic: Types of "Heads"

Instructional Objective:

To be able to define and write mathematical expressi hs for each of the
following: position head, velocity head, pressure head.

Instructional Aids: Handout No. G.2.1

Transparency No. G.2.1

Anstructional Apptoach: Discussion

MORefcrences: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 25-28
2) Murdock, J.W., pp. 125-127

I

i (11.,,tlf Ass4nmentsf none
, ,

i

13



Page 12 of 26

Module No: I3MG Topic: Types of "Heads".

Instructor Mrtt:s: Instructor Outline:

Handout No. G.2.1

Types of "Heads"

Transparency No. G.2.1

Types of "Heads"

t.,

I. Discuss velocity head, pressure head, and position
head and their interpretation as outlined on the
handout and transparency.

II. If facilities are available a demonstration of
water flowing through a pipe or tube with a static
pressure probe and a dynamic pressure probe as
shown on the transparency would be helpful.

14



rage. 13 of 26

Module No:

I3MG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Approx. Time-

1 11 hours

Submodule Title: Bernoulli's Equation

Topic: Bernoulli Equation Calculations

Instructional Objective:

To be able to use Bernoulli's equation to calculate pressure, velocity, of
height of an inlet or outlet stream for a system if the other two for that stream
-and all three for the other stream are either specified or can be eliminated from

the equation.

Inseructional Aids: Handouts No. G.3.1,'G.32

Instructional Approach: Discussion and problem session

References: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 26-28
2) Murdock, J.W., pp. 126-127
3) John, J:E.A. & Haberman, W., pp. 45-49

At;sigtiments: Complete any pr,3ctice problemg not finished in class.

15



Page 14 of 26

Module No:

ir

I3MG Topic: Bernoulli Equation Calculations
._

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Handout Noe G.3.1

Bernoulli Equation Calcula-
tions

Handout No. G.3.2

Piactice Problems - 3

I. Discuss Bernoulli Equation calculations and
example on handout.

II. Allow students to work on the practice problemS,
providing individual help as.required.

16
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rage 15 of 26

Module No:

I3MG

Module Title: Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

,

Submodule Title: Bernoulli's Equation

Approx. Time

_
.

1 li hours

,Topic: Pump Work and Efficiency'
AO

l .

Instructional Objective:
_

To be able to calculate the energy input to a pump, the energy, output from the
pump, or the pump efficiency if given values for the other two; and to be able to
calculate power input, head input or mass flow rate if given values for the other
two.

4

.

.

,.

.

.

_ ,
.

,
,

.

.

.

1

I Instructional Aids: Handouts No. G.4.1, G.4.2

r
...",

,

,

Instruct-ioaal Approach: Discussion a problem session

RefeTences: ...1) Murdock, J.W., pp:'133-135

Class Assignments: Complete any practice problems not finished in class.

17
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Module No: J3MG

Page 16 of 26

Topic: Pump Work-and Efficiency

Ilstructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Handout No. G.4.1

Pump Work and Efficiency

Handout No. G.4.2

Practice Problems 4

ir

r

Discuss the relationship_among_energy input to- a
puMp, energy imparted-to water by the pump, and
efficiency of the pump, as outlined on_the handout.

II. Allow students to Work out the practice problems,
giving individual help as required.



..ige 7_ Hoof 28-

Module. No:

I3MG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Approx. Time

1 16 hours.,

Submodule Title: Bernoulli's Equation

'Topic: Modified Bernoulli's Equation

Instructional Objective:

To be able to use a modified Bernoulli's equation containing terms for frictional
head loss and pump work head to calculate a value for one unknown variable in the
equation if all of the others are specified or can be eliminated.

Instructional Aids: HandoutS No. G.5.1, G.5.2

Instructional Approach: Discussion. arid_problem-sesslen--

References: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 25-28
2) Murdock, J.W. pp. 149-152

Class Assignments: Complete any practice problems not finished in class.

19
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Module No: I3MG

Instructor Notes:

Page a of 26

Topic: Modified Bernoulli's Equation

Instructor Outline:

Handout No. ,G.5.1

Modified Bernoulli's

Equation

Handout No. G.5.2

Practice Problems =5

a

I. DiScuss the use of pump head and friction head
terms in the Bernoulli equation in order to extend
the applications of the equation.

II. Allow students to work out the practice problems,
giving individual help as required.

O



rage 19 of 26

Module Nof

I3MG

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Submodule Title: Hydraulic Models of Flow-through Tanks

Approx. Time

1 xi hours

\ _ - -

Topic: Plug Flow and Completely-Mixed Tanks

Instructional Objective:

TO be able to compare the characteristics of an ideal completely-mixed tank
with thoselpf an ideal plug-flow tank, in general, and for the particular case of
use as the aeration.tahk in-an,activated sludge process.

.
t4...

.......eI

,Instructional Aids: Handout No. H.1.1

,
.

Transparency No. H.1.1

.

Instructional Approach: Lecture and Discussion

--r -

_

[ References: 1) Clark, J.W., Viessman, W., Jr,.& 4mmer, M.J. pp. 338-343,
573-575, 579-580.

2) Levenspiel, 0., pp. 97-98.

1

.

Class Assignments: None

. 21 ,



Page 20 -of 26

Module No: I3MG Topic: Plug Flow and Completely-Mixed Tanks

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Handout No. H.1.1

Hydraulic Models for Tanks

Transparency No. H.1.1

Hydraulic Models for Tanks

Discuss characteristics of plug flow and completely-
mixed tanks in general and as applied to activated
sludge aeration tanks.

If necessary give additional background information
about BOD and the activated sludge process.

22
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rage 21 of 26

Module No

I3MC,

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Submodule Title: Hydraulic Models of Flow-through Tanks

Approx."'Ilme

1 k hours Topic: Short Circuiting

,

Instructional Objective:

To be able to define short circuiting for flow through a tank, describe effects
of short circuiting on clarifier performance, and list possible factord causing short
circuiting in a clarifier.

.1-.

.

,

, .

c'e
4

.

4
6.. .

Instructional Aids: Handout No. H.2.1

Instructional Approadh: Lecture and discussion

.
.

r
References: 1) Clark, J.W., Viessman, W., Hammer, M.J. pp. 150 & 164-167

2) U.S. EPA, pp. 7-2 - 7-11
,

Crass Assignments: None

23_



Page 22 o

Module No: IMO Topic: Short Circuiting

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Handout No. H.2.1
1

Shoft Cicuiting

Discuss short circuiting, its causes, and relation-
ships with.c3arification. Some background information
on types of clarifiers can be given as necessary.

24



rage 23 of 26_

Module No: Module Title:
.

I3MG Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Submodule Title: OveralLHydraulic Analysis of Systems

Approx. Time -

. Topic: Definitions and Background1 h hours

Instructional Objective:

-..

, To be able to define and writiliethematical expressions for peizometric head
arid total head, and to be able to define hydraulic grade.line dnd energy grade line.

. _

411

..

.

,

.
.

. .

.

4

Instructional Aids: Handout No. I.1.1

- Transparency No. G.2.1

_

.

Instructional Approach: Lecture and discussion

- -

References: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 25-26
.

.

'2) Nurdiock*,4....I.W., pp. 327-328

3) Plapp, J.E., pp. 287-292

0 .

Class Assignments: None -

.

25 .,,
04.0.0 -



Page 24 of 26

Module Na: 13MG

Instructor Notes:

'Handout No. 1.1.1

Energy Grade Line
Definitions

Transparency No. G.2.1

Types of "Heads".

Topic:, Definitions and Background

Instructbr-Outline:

Discuss peizometric head, total head, hydraulic
grade line, and energy grade line referring to the
previous discussion pf "heads" in connection with
Bernoulli's equation.

26 .



rage 25 of.26

Module No:

I3MG.

Module Title:

Advanced Hydraulics for Operators

Submodule Title: OverallHydraulic Analysis of Systems

Approx. Time

1 1/2 hours

-

Topic: Hydraulic Grade Line and Energy Grade Line

)

Instructional Objective:

To be able to sketch the hydraulic grade line and the energy grade line for
described pip'e'and open channel systems. I-

.

o

.
.

,-

e

.

y

1

-
-

Instructional Aids: Handouts No. Z.7o1 and 1.2.2

Transparency No. 1.2.1

-

.,....

.

t ., .

.
.

Instructional Approach: Discussion and problem session

1 t

References: 1) Simon, A.L., pp. 25-26
2) P1app, J.E., pp. 287-292

. t
.

I

I

!

Class. Assignments: Complete any practice problems which weren't finished in class.

.

27 _,.



Page 26 of 26

Module No: I3MG Topic: Hydraulic Grade Line and Energy Grade Line

Instructor Notes: Instructor Outline:

Handout No. H.2.1

Energy and Hydraulic Grade
Lines

0
Handout No. H.2.2

Practice Problems - 5

I. Discuss sketching of hydraulic grade.4nos-atid
'energy grade lines through the use:;Dizhe ex4ples
on the handout.

II. Allow students to work out the practice problems,
giving individual help as required.

28



<3.

EXAM QUESTIONS

Pressure Dependence on Depth

"What would be the gage pressure and absolute pres&Ura,at asfdepth pf
12 feet below the surface of a tank of water? e A ph.

*ACV

2) What would be the gage pressure at a depth of 20 feet below the surface
of a liquid with specific weight of 60 lb /ft'? o,

4

Force on a Submerged Surface'

1) What wZild be the hydraulic force.on a submerged horizontal surface
12 feet by 12 feet which is 15 5-feet below a water surface?

2)- What would be the hydraulic force on a vertical 30 ft X 10 ft side of a
tank if it is filled to a depth of 8 ft with water? .

Manometers

1) What is the pressure difference between points 1 and 2-as indicated by

the manometer below?'

2) What is the gage pessure in psig in the tank shown below?



ct

Conservation of Energy

1) What are three conditions which a system must satisfy if the simple
'form of Bernoulli's equation which follows is to be applied?

131
V, P9

2

22

Y+ + =--='+ h +
V

1 2g y 2 2g

2) Could the simple form of Bernoulli's equation which follows be applied
to flow through 100 ft of pipe?

V
-22

1- + h +
v1

+ h +
y 1 2g y 2 2g

Types of "Heads"_

I) Define and write a mathematical expression for each of the following?.

i) velocity head
ii) position "heads

iii pressure head

Bernoulli's Equation Calculations

What height would the water have to be in the/tank shown below in order to
cause an exit velocity of 5ft/sec? (neglect friction losses.)

= 5- ;thee

4%

2) Consider, water flov;:ing through the diffuser shown below. If V
1
= 15ft/sep,

V
2

= 3ft/sec, and p
2
= lOpsig, then what is p

1
in psig?

30



Pump Work and Efficiency

1). What is-the efficiency of a pump which requires 8 horsepower input and
delivers 6.5 horgepower to the water?

:;*7

At would be the increase in head delivered to a flow of 100 lb/sec of
by a 70% efficient pump which uses power at the rate of 6 horsepower?

2)

Modified Bernoulli's Equation

)

a) What head input from a pump would be needed to pump water from one
open tank.to another whose water .level is 60 ft above the first?- Con-
sider the.fKictional head loss in the piping to be 3 ft.

b) If the flow rate is to be 500 gpm and the pump has an efficiency of
75%, what horsepower would be needed to drive the pump?.

2) Consider-water flowing through a pipe from a reservoir to the inletto a
water treatment:plant which is 60 ft lower than the reservoir surface
level. If the frictional head loss in the pipe is 5 ft and the velocity
it the pipe is 8 ft/sec, then what pressure could the water develop where
it enters the plant?

Plug Flow and Completely-Mixed Tanks

Briefly compare the flow characteristics of an ideal plug flow tank with
:those of an ideal"Comiletely-mixedtank.

What type of tank should be used to give approximately plug flow and what
type would give approximately completely-mixed flow?

3 'What are the main effec of using a completely-mixed aeration tank
instead of plug flow for activated sludge process?

3) Why is short circuiting undesiteable in a clarifier?

Definitions and Background '

1) What is meant by each of the following in connection with wat= lowing
through a pipe or open channel?

a) peizometric head
b) totalhead-

.



2) What is meant by the hydraulic grade -line for flowing water?

3) What is meant by the energy grade line for flowing water?

Hydraulic Grade Line and Energy Grade Line

1) Sketch the hydraulic grade line and the energy grade line on the diagram
below. Be sure to clearly identify which is which.

-

p;pe'

32
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BERNOULLI'S EQUATION

System
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FORCE ON A SUBMERGED SURFACE'

Horizon-fa Sur-Fates :

w cttvr

VCV-NC.Ct

St.tr ace

S LA -f aces

Watt er
S Ltr-Face

Or) Cd) (A)

.16 = j;t3i-9 (Ft) (412)

(N6') (23(n)

d. = depth of c en-L.-raid

No. F.2- 1
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HYDRAULIC MODELS FOR TANKS

PIuS Flow :

chow
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T V
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flow.
out

for eo.cts d p art
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e 0 ni /e
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Mie

PRESSURE DEPTH RELATIONSHIPS,

The pressure at any point in a body of water depends upon the depth below
the surface and the pressure at the surface. If the surface pressure is at
mospheric pressure, then the guage pressure below the surface depends only on
the depth. The pressure increases at increasing depth because of the weight
of water pushing from above. The pressure at any given depth can be -cakulated
as follows:

%P0 water

surface

Where p0 = pressure at surface

y = specific weight of water

P.
Gage FSessure: p = d

11

Absolute Pressure: pi = p0 + di

pl = pressure at depth di below the surface

A consistent set of units must be used for caleulations with these equations.
If d

1
is in feet and y is in lb/ft3, then p

0
and p

1
must-be in lb /f t2 (psf).

Example: What would be the gage pressure and the absolute pressure at a depth
of 15 feet below the surface of .a pond if atmospheric pressure is 14.5 psi?

Solution:

iY Gage Pressure: y = 62.4 lb/ft3 and di = 15

or in psig:

so pi = (62.4)(15)1b/ft2 = 936

936
p = psig = 6.5 psig
1 144 -

ii) Absolute Pressure: p0 = 14.5 X 144 psf = 2088 psf

so p
1
= (2088 + 936) psfa = 3024 psfa

and Pi = (14.5 + 6.5) psis = 21 psia

For calculation's with a liquid other than water, the procedure is just the
. same except*that the specific weight of that liquid is used for y.
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS - 1

1) What would be the pressure in psis and in psia at a depth of 10 ft below
the wastewater surface in a clarifier? Assume atmospheric pressure is 14.7
psi and the specific weight of the wastewater is the same as water.

What would be the gage pres'Sure at a depth of 100 ft in sea water which
has a specific weight of 64.0 lb/ft3?

3) 'What would be the gage pressure and absolute pressure at the bottom of a
tank containing water 25 ft deep if the local atmospheric pressureis
29.7 inches of mercury?
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Given Unit

Pressure lb/sq. in.

atmospheres
atmospheres
lb/sq. ft.
lt/sq. in.
autio/pheres

lb/sqt in.

CONVERSION FACTORS

X Conversion Factor =

144
14.7
29.92
47.88

' 2.034
760

0.1922

New Unit

lb/sq. ft.
lb/sq. in.
inches of mercury
pascals
inches of mercury
mm of mercury
inches of water

Volube cubic feet 7.48 gallons
. cubic feet 1728 cubic inches

cubic feet 0.0283 cubic meters
acre-feet 43,560 cubic feet
gallons 3.785 liters

Area square feet
acres
square meters

144 square inches
43,560 square feet
10.764 square feet

Mass pounds
tkilograms

Discharge cu.ft./sec
cu.ft./sec

453.6 grams

2A205 pounds

0.646 million gals. /day
449 gal/min

million gals./day 694 gal/min
cu.meters/sec 35.3 cu.ft./sec

Power ft-lb/sec
horsepower
Btu/sec

550 horsepower .

745.7 watts
1054 watts

Energy -Btu

Btu
calortes
ft7lb

:a'

778
1055 '

3.088
1.356

ft-lb
joules
ft-lb.

foules

Note: To convert frbm a unit in the "New Unit" column to a unit in the
"Given Unit" column, divide by rhe conversion factor.

0

Handout No. F.1.3
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FORCE ON A SUBMERGED SURFACE

A forte will be exerted due to water pressure on any submerged surface.
The amount of force exerted on a surface can be calcutaved as follows:

I) ,Horizontel Surfaces:

Water'

F-
d

F= PA and P = yd

so F ydA

consistent units: y in lb/ft3, CI in ft, and A in ft2 will give F in lb.

2 .Vertical Sufaces:

UJorer
t.srFa Ge

'F = pA, p = yd% F =ydA

where p ='pressure at the centroid of'the
area

d = depth of the centroid below the
water surface.

The centroid of a surface, is its "geometrical center". The locations

of the centrpid for several common shapes are given on Handout No. F.2.2.

Note that the force on a vertical surface Can be calculated if only
the area of the surface and the depth of thelcentroid are known.

Exampleg:

1) What would be the hydraulic force on the bottom of a tank which is 20 ft
wide and 80 ft long and contains water 15 ft deep?

Solution: A = 20 x 80 ft2 = 1600 ft2
d = 15 ft

u'
F = ydA = (62.4)(15)(1600)1b = 1,497,600 lb

2) What would be the hydraulic force on ope of the 80 ft sides ofthe.tank
wentioned above?

Solution: A= 15 x 80 ft2 = 1200 -ft2

from Handout: F.2.2, d =
15

7.5 ft

0

F = ydA = (62.4)(7.5)(1200)lb = 561,600 lb

HandOut No. F.2.1



PROPERTIES OF PLANE SURrACES

Shape Sketch
Location of
-C.entro'sd

semi-circle.

trapezo;d

42
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PRACTICE PROBLEM - 2

I) a) What would be the hydraulic force on a submerged horizontal surface 10 ft
by 20 ft if it is 12 ft below the water/ surface?

b) What would be the hydraulic force on the same surface if it were vertical
with the-20 ft side lined up with the water surface?

2) What would be the hydraulic force on the triangular end of the tank shown
below?

3).- a) What would be, the hydraulic force on the circular end of the tank shown
below if it is half full ,of water?

b) What would be the force if it were completely full of water?

3 0 t
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MANOMETERS

u7tube manometer is a device which can be used to measure pressure
differences. The variable actually measured is the difference in height of
the minometer fluid in 'the two-legs of the manometer, as shown in the diagram
below. The difference in-pressure acting on the two legsot-the manometer
can then be calculated using the relationship between,pressure and depth in a
liquid, which has already been discussed. The pressure difference and height
difference are-related as follows:'

'consistent units: .h in ft, y- & y
f

p
1
and p

2
in psf.

P1 rP2
m
-y )h

where y
m

= specific weight of
manometer fluid

n lbift3,

y
f

= specific weight of_
fluid whose pressure
is being measured. '

If One leg of the manometer is expOsed to atmospheric pressure, then th6
manometer will read gage pressure acting on the other leg.

If the two legs of the manometer are connected to fluid at-two different
locations,in a system; however, it will measure the difference in pressure
between the two locations.

For measurement of large pressure differences a manometer fluid with high,
,specific weight, such as mercury d.s used. For measurement of small pressue

, differences, .a manometer fluid, with a relatively low specific Weight, such as
an oil, is used.

Example: What is the gage _pressure
gravity of mercury is 13.6.

in psig in the pipe shown below? The specific

rn'er.cury

. ,,
.

Solution: 'ym = (S.G.)(y
water

) = (13.6)(62.4).16/f t3 = 849 lb/ft3
. ,

*.

p
4

P
ipe

- P
atm 12

= (849 - 62.4) () lb/ft2 = 262.2 lb/ft2.gage
4

gage press in pipe -= 262.2 psfg = 1.8 psi g
Handout No. F.3;1
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS - 3

1) What, is the pressure difference in psi between points 1 and 2 in the
venture meter shown below?

4

2) What_is-the gage pressure in the'tank shown below?' For air use y = 0.12 lb /ft3.

mercury

3) What is the preseure difference indicated by a Manometer with a height
difference, h of 7 inches if the manometer fluid has ='184 lb /ft

and -the fluid
1
being measured is water. Give your answer in psi and inches

of water.

/-s

' .3
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CONSERVATION OF. ENERGY

Basic Law of Physics: Energy is neither created nor destroyed except in

nuclear reaction . k

Application to Steady Stateflow-System:

rate of energy flow rate of energy flow
into system _ opt of system

I

Note the 'similarity between this equation and the steady flow,continuity
equation for conservation of, mass. With energy the situation is more comiii-;
cated because energy can be converted from one form to another.

There are several possible forms in which the general energy conservation
equation can be written. The one to be considered here,is called Bernoulli's
Equation. For the system shown below, Bernoulli's equation As written as
follows:

1 1 2

2
P . V

2

'y 2g 1 y 2g 2

where P
1

& P
2
= pressure at Toints 1 and2 respectively

V
1

& V
2

= velocity at'Points I and 2 respectively

h
1
+ h

2'
= height of points 1 and 2 respectively above some reference,level.

.

y = specific weight of the flowing fluid

g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft /sec?

sr e 1/1

k

® Pa 1

2--et,ereIenc. e

Bernoulli's equation is a special case of the general energy equation. It

applies to a system with steady flow of a liquid, flowing from point .1 to point 2
with i) no pump or turbines in the system between 1 and 2, and ii) negligible
frictional energy, loss between 1 and 2.

FO such a system, the rate of energy flow into the system per pound of water
is given by the left hand side of the equation and the rate of energy flow out of
the system per pound of water is given by the right hand ride of the equation.

The.system could be a section of pipe or open channel, a tank such as .a grit
,chamber or a clarifier, or any such item with fldw in and/or out.

Further interpretation of each term in the equation'is given in the next
section.

46
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TYPES OF "HEADS"

Each of the terms in Bernoulli's Equation is referred to as a "head"
as follows:

Pressure bead

'interpretation: i) Energy content of water per pound due, to its pressure,
P.

ii) Height of a colpmn of water which will have pressure,
P, at the bottom.

V2 .

Velocity head:= 2i _

interpretation: i) Kinetic energy content of Witter per pound due to its
velocity; V. ,

ii) Height of a column,of water which has potential eLigy
-.L.

at the top equal to the kinetic energy of water with

Position head = h
,

interpretation: i) Potential energy content of water per pound due to its
height, h.

ii) Height., of water above some chosen reference level.

7
:

velocity, V,

Thus P1 /y is-the pressure head at point 1, V22 /2g is the velocity head at

point 2, etc..

'If, the following units areused,(P in lb /f t2, y in lb/ft3, V in ft/sec, g
in ft/sec2, and h in ft), then. Ply, V2 /2g, and h will all have units of ft,
which can also be interpreted as ft-lb/lb.

The Bernoulli equation, introduced in the last session, simply states that
the-rate of energy flow into the system at point 1 is equal to the rate of energy'
flow out of the system at point 2. The energy flowing in or out may be of three
,types, i) pressure energy (pressure head), id) kinetic energy (velocity head),:or
iii) potential energy (position head). In other words, if one type of head is
,higher in the exit stream than in theinlet stream, theksome other type of head
must have decreased to make up for it (for any system to which Bernoulli's equa-
tion appliei). For example, if the outlet is at a greater height than the inlet,
then the pressure or velocity must be less at the outlet than at-the inlet.
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BERNOULLI EQUATION CALCULATIONS

The Bernoulli equation provides a way to calculate a pressure, velocity
or height for an inlet or outlet stream if .enough other information_is pro-,

-laded about the inlet and outlet streams to the system:

Example :

'Whit would be the velocity 'of water flowing out of the tank in the diagram
bilow?- Consider the pipe to be Short.enoUgh--that frictional losses can be
neglected?

Solution: Choose points 1 and 2 as shewnon the diagram.

Then P
1
= P

2
= atthOsphiric pressure = 0.gage pressure

'V, = 0 .(assuming Chat the tank level goes down s owly)

Choose the reference leVel for height to pass through point 2. Then h
2
= 0

and h
1
= 20 ft.

, .

Substitute values into Bern ulli's equation
V

.2

... 0 , 0 2
: ; ; + i 2 0= 7 + s + 0

--z-,. - . 1

solving for V2 iiVes

V2
2
=* (2g) (20)- = (2)(32.2)(20) ft2/sec2

V
2
= liTai ft/sec = 35.9 ft/sec

The following hints are helpful in applying Bernoulli's equation to a problem.
1) P

1
.and P

2
must both be gage pressure or else both must be abiolute pressure. .

2) In a reservoir or large tank the-velocity is usually negligible-compared with.
that in an outlet or inlet pipe, so in the reservoir or tank V = 0 can be used.

3) The pressure at the surface of a reservoir or open tank is atmospheric pres-
wire or zero gage pressure.

4) The prtssure 'at the outlet of a pipe exiting to the atmosphere is atmospheric
pressure or-zero gage pressure.

5)- The velocity is the same at all cross sections in a constant area pipe for
steady flow. .

Handdut No. G.3.1 '
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PRACTICE`PROBUMS 3

1) Use Bernoulli's equation to estimate the velocity of water as it reaches
the bottom of a 35 foot waterfall.

too

Water is flowing uphill through a pipe of constant diameter: If the pressure
in'the pipe at the bottom of the hill is 20 psig, at what height would the
pressure in the pipe be zero guage? Neglect.frictional losses.

3) Confider water flowing
V
i
= 5 ft/sec, V = 20

P in psig, neglgcting

thiough a,horizontal reducer as shown below. If
ft/sec, and P = 20 psig, what would be the pressure;
frictional loAs?

2

P,
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PUMP-WORK AND EFFICIENCY

The energy input required to move water or raise it in height is often. r.

provided .,by a pump, usually by increasing the pressure of the water. The
energy delivered to the water is always less than the energy required by the 7'" "--r)-r I

pump. The amount of difference is usually given by the efficiency which is --J

related to the energy inputs as follows:

Energy input to ,water
Eff = (100%)

Energy input to-pump

The energy inputs can be expressed as .headsin ft or as ft-lb of energy
per lb_of water. These two sets of units are equivalent.

Example: What energyjnput'to a pump with 85% efficiency would be needed in
order to pump water fro& a reservoir to a plant inlet ifa head of 40 feet of
water is needed to transport the water?

Solution: The energy input required to the water is 40 ft of head or 40 ft-lb/lb.

From the equation above:

Energy input to water
Energy .input to pump - (100%)

Eff.

°. so

Energy input to pump - 47
(40 ft-lbilb)(100%) ft-lb

=
85 lb of water

Often the rate of energy input or power input required is of interest. It
can'be related to the head input and mass flow rate as follows:

P = 1.11H

where P "1--- power input in ft-lb/sec

m-= mass flow rate in lb/sec

H= head input in ft or ft-lb/lb

Example: What would be the hOrsepower rIquirement of the pump above if the flow
rate of water to be pumped is 30 Lb/sec?

Solution: P = (30 lb/sec)(47 ft-lb/lb) = 1410 ft-lb/sed

1410
Converting to hp: P = - hp - 2.6 hp

550

Note that the pump efficiency can also tie given as

Power input to water
Eff = (100%)

Power input to pinup
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a) What would be
pump in order

b) What would be
100 lb/sec of

PRACTICE PROBLEMS - 4

the energy inppt in ft-lb/lb required to an 80% efficiency
to increase the head of a flow of water by 55,feet?

the horsepower requirement to the same pump for a flow of
water?

2) What is the efficiency of a pump if it delivers 8.5 horseia dr to the water
and requires 12 horsepower input to the pump?'

*

.
,

3) What would be the head increase delivered to a flow of 80 lb/.2ecof water
by a 75% efficient pump which uses pbwer at the rate of 5 hp?

,

r.
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MODIFIED BERNOULLI'S EQUATION
--%

,

The effeCt of friction loss and a pump in the system can be included in
Bernoulli's equation by putting in a term for energy input by a pump on the
input side and a term for energy loss from friction on the output side as
follows: r 2- 2

P ,V P V
. ,.- -1 + 1 + h + H = -2- + 2 + h + H'

2g 1 : w 2g 2 f

.

where .H = Pump head = head input to water by a pump
0.

H
f

= Friction head = head. loss due to friction
00'

Examples:

1) 'Water is flowing uphill through a pipe orconstant diameter. If, the

pressure in the pipe at the bbttom of the hill is 40 psigj the frictional
head loss in the pipe is 10 ft, and the hill is 50 ft high, what will. be
the pressure in the pipe at the top of the hill?

Solution: See sketch, elow.

M1

SD 4t-

For this system

H
w

= 0 (No pUmp between points 1 and 2)

H
f
= 10 ft

V
1
= V

2
(steady flow in a constant diameter pipe)

h = 0

11'2 = 50 ft

P
1

= 40 psig = (40)(144) psfg (= 5760 psfg
-"Nk

Substitute into Bernoulli's Equation:
V P

560 2+ + 0 + 0 -
4 2g 62.4

tolvn for P2:

= 5760 - (62.4)(50+10) psfg = 2016 psfg
2016

P2 144
= psig =,14 psig

52
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS - 5

1) For a particular trickling filter a velocity of 5 ft/sec leaving the
rotary distributor nozzles is required ..to keep the distributor moving.
If the frictional head loss through the distributor is 6 inches for a
certain flow rate, what head of water is needed ibove the nozzles to
keep the distributor moving? ,

2) a) What-energy or head input to the water would be required to pump
water from a storage tank to the top of a 150 ft water tower if the
frictional headloss__ia the piping is 5 ft? Consider the pressure to
he atmospheric both in the tank ap the top of the water tower and in_
the storage tank at the bottom of the -water tower.

b) If the flow rate is to be 800 gpm and the pump -has an efficiency
of 75%, what horsepower would be needed for the pump?

I 1

es

4.*

-ea

r_.
r

OP'
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HYDRAULIC MODELS FOR TANKS

Tanks with continuous flow in and out and various types of mixing are used
for several operations in water and wastewater treatment, such as aeration
tanks, clarifiers, rapid mix tanks; etc. qhe pattern of flow through the tank
has as important effect on the peiformance of these processes. There are many
possible flow patterns; two extreme cases will be considered here, plug flow and
completely.:Mixed flow. The flow'for many processes can very nearly be represented
by one of these two. For other processes, the flow is actually something in be-
tween the two with characteristics of both.

a

1.

Plug Flow: flow in +++
+
++ ... 4-

flow out

For this pattern the liquid flow through the tank is orderly with no particle
. of liquid overtaking or mixing with any other particle. The particles of liquid

pass through the tank in the same sequence they entered and each remains in the
tankyottor,,the same length of time, called the "detention time", which can be cal-
culatedis.follows:

where T = detention time in minutes
to

V = volume of tank in cubic feet

Q = volumetric flow rate -throughtankin2-cubic--feet-per

Long narrow-tanks give approximately plug f.ow as indicated in the diagram above.

If a reaction is taking place in a plug flow reactor, then the composition of
the liquid will be different at different points along the length of the tank.
For example, if BOD is being removed from wastewater is a-plug flow aeration tank,
then the BOD concentration will decrease in the direction of flow.

Completely-Mixed Flow:

flow

in

flow

out
or

NO

flow
i +

in 4.4 .4

flow

out

For this case the contents of the tank are well-mixed and uniform'thioughout,
and incoming liquid particles become rapidly mixed into the tank. The exit stream
will be identical tith the contents of the tank- The average detention time will
be V/Q, thegame as for plug flow, but some liquid particles will be in the tank
much longer and some for much shorter times, because of the mixing.
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Completely -mixed flow is approximated in a tank having length And width
nearly the same and intense mixing and turbulence as indicated in the diagram
above. Spreading out the inlet and outlet flow, as indicated above, can also
be used to give completely-miXed flow.

Even if a reaction is taking place in a completely-mixed tank, the contents
of the tank will be uniform in composition and the same as the exit stream, but
may-be different in composition than the inlet stream.

Application to Activated Sludge

Plug Flow:

The conventional activated sludge process normally uses-alttype of sera-
: tion tank referred to as a "spiral roll" aeratior tank. They are typically long,

narrow tanks, and thus flow through them is approximately plug flow. Therefore
the BOD is-highest at the inlet end, .the oxygen requirement is greatest at the
Inlet end, and variations in inlet flow rate and strength can have troublesome
effects on the operation, because the changes are felt completely at the inlet
end.

Completely-Mixed Flow

In recent years an interest in completely-mixed flow for activated sludge
aeration tanks has developed. The. main advantages are equalizing the oxygen
requirement throughout the tank and greater stability for variations in inlet
flow rate and strength. Such variations have less effect because the inlet flow
is mixed in with the entire contents of the tank rather than just to a small
inlet portion. This also allows a higher BOD loading per unit volume of aeration
tank for Completely mixed activated sludge plants than for conventional activated ,

sludge plants.

Handout No. H.1.1
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SHORT CIRCUITING,

Short circuiting refers to the flow of some incoming liquid through a
without remaining-for a satisfactory period of time. In an ideal plug flo
tank, where all entering liquid passes through in order and stays in the to
for the same length of time, no short circuiting occurs. In any real tank
short circuiting occurs, but it can be minimized by proper design and opera

tank

nk
some
tion.

Clarifier design and operation is an area where short circuiting is a major
concern. Incoming liquid to a clarifier must remain-in the-tank long enough to
-Allow suspended matter to settle out. If some of the incoming liquid "short
circuits" out after a very short time, poor removal of suspended matter will
result.

Some of the factors which cause short circuiting problems in clarifiers a
as follows:

1) high inlet velocities
2) high-velocities over the outlet weir
3) inlet and outlet placed too close together
4) action of wind on the liquid surface in the tank
5) uneven heating of the tank contents by sunlight
6) density difference between the incoming liquid and the tank contents
7) tank geometry.

re

The tank geometry is of major importance. The least short circuiting occurs
for long, narrow, horizontal flow tanks and upaow circular tanks. More short
circuiting occurs in short, wide, horizontal fldw tanks and radical flow ,Arcula
tanks.

CO
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ENERGY GRADE LINE - DEFINITIONS

1) Peizometric bead = Pressure head + Position head
at station 1 in\ (at station 1) (at station 1)
Wowing water

P.
or, Peizometric head at (1) = + h

1

For open channel flow:

Peizometric head = height of liquid surface

For pressure flow:

Peizometric head = height to which water would rise,in a vertical tube with
its upperend open to the atmosphere and its lower end connected to a
static pressnreatap (opening perpendicular to the flow) at station 1.
See the diagram below.

Total head = Peizometric head + velocity head.,. ---.
. .

(at ': (at station 1) (at station 1)
1 in Ilow-
ing water

2
Pi Vi

or, Total head at (1) = --t- + h + ',:-.
Y 1 2g

For open channel or_pressure flow:

Total head = height to which water would rise in a
upper end open to the atmosphere and its lower end
pressure tap (opening parallel to flow) at station
below,

The hydraulic grade line and energy grade line are
a vertical view of a system through which water flows.

5) Hydraulic grade line - a line whose distance above the sketch of the systeM
at any point is equal to the peizometric head at that point.

vertical tube with its
connected to a dynamic
1. See the diagram

used in connection with

4) Energy grade line - a line whose distance above the sketch of the system at.
any point is eqUal to the total head at that point.

Sketching of hydraulic grade lines and energy,grade lines is discussed in the
next, section.

reference
Tavel

5 "'
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ENERGY AND HYDRAULIC GRADE LINES

Energy grade lines and hydraulic grade lines show pictorially, the
energy driving force available et various points along the flowliath in a
system. They can be sketched using an understanding of the relationships
among the various types of heads and head losses. The following examples.
illUstrate the procedure.,

1) The energy and hydraulic grade lines for a pumping system are
shown on the diagram below.

;14

ener a de /r II
-

hr .7.-4.71,-; 17,44 /74;

P.4*IP

The reasoning is outlined below:

Location in
System.

inlet pipe
to pump

Energy
Grade Line

Hydraulic
Grade Line

goes down because of
frictional head loss

goes down because of
frictional head loss
and because some
pressure head is con-
verted to velocity
head.

pimp

pipe from pump to tank

goes up because of
pressure rise caused
by pump

goes down because of
frictional head loss

flow from pipe into
tank

goes down because velo-
city head is lost upon
flowing into the tank

goes up because of
pressure rise caused
by pump.

goes down because of
frictional head loss

joins smoothly to
liquid surface

2) The hydraulic and energy grade lines for flow through a clarifier are ,

shown on the diagram below.
enemy /eie

y eh-eitA.1;cAr040 e

open
cAiannet

The hydraulic,grade line is at the liquid surface for the open channels and
tank. In the pipe, pressure goes up as position goes down. The energy grade
line is above the hydraulic grade line by an amount V2/2g in the pipe and open
channels.

Handout No. 1.2.1



PRACTICE PROBLEMS -

Sketch the hydraulic grade line and energy grade line on each of the
diagrams below. Be sure to clearly identify which.is the hydraulic and
which is. the energy grade line.

O

clar,7;er" oer*T.on Tank

59
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